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BRIDGES
Repair and Protection

Preserving Bridges:

THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
1

CATHODIC PROTECTION
• Discovered in 1824 by Sir
Humphry Davy, but not widely
used until the 1930s

Build a temporary containment structure.

• Preserves the existing structure
by connect the bridge metal
to a “sacrificial metal,” which
corrodes instead of the
structural metal

2
Sacrificial zinc anode

Remove damaged concrete using drills,
chipping hammers, and grinders.
Patch concrete.

PASSIVE CATHODIC
PROTECTION

3

Inside the containment structure, install
zinc anodes (blocks), or for some projects,
apply hot zinc under pressure.

4

ODOT installs zinc anodes
(blocks) that are connected
to rebar and other metals in
the bridge. The zinc anode is
sacrificial and corrodes instead
of the metal in the bridge.
Examples: Schooner Creek
Bridge, Siltcoos Bridge
Readings help
identify areas of
active corrosion
and the best
locations
to install
sacrificial zinc
anodes.

The Oregon Department
of Transportation is
protecting and improving
coastal bridges that have
deteriorated from the
salt air. The work includes:
• Repairing damaged
concrete
• Installing a zinc coating
or zinc blocks to protect
the bridge from the harsh
coastal climate
• Replacing bridge railings
to meet current crash
standards
• Strengthening the bridge
structure with steel
and titanium

BEFORE

Use high pressure water blasting (hydroblasting)
to remove concrete and preserve existing
rebar. Then, install new bridge rail.

ACTIVE CATHODIC
PROTECTION

5

Install titanium and steel rebar to
reinforce and strengthen bridge structure.

ODOT connects a very low
voltage power source to the
metals in the bridge and sprays
a zinc coating. This protects
the metals from corroding and
extends the life of the bridge.
Example: D-River Bridge
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AFTER
An example of repairs to the
Rogue River Bridge.

